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Smart Specialisation: a rising but landlocked 
concept

• The concept of Smart Specialisation has now been 
widely accepted as a game-changing factor in the area 
of place-based regional innovation strategies for 
economic and social growth

•However it remains largely confined in the realm of 
Cohesion policy (European Structural and Investment 
Funds) where it has been earmarked as a 
conditionality for accessing Union's structural support 
for research and innovation investments
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Need for a broader outreach…

• No particular reckoning of Smart Specialisation in the closely 
related fields of Research and Innovation policies, and very 
weak considerations under the Union's Business and 
Industry policies (despite the fact there have been sporadic 
initiatives in particular Thematic Smart Specialisation 
Platforms that hold the promise of a stronger coordination). 

• However some promising references under Horizon Europe 
(2021-27) and a diversified approach under the draft future 
Cohesion policy Regulations (from conditionality to ‘enabling 
condition’ status)
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…for orchestrating the cross-regional value 
chains of tomorrow

• Smart Specialisation holds a strong potential for guiding prioritization of 
future investment through an alignment of common objectives, industrial 
strengths and joint roadmaps for developing the critical value chains of 
tomorrow that will enhance a place-based economic development through 
joint complementarities. 

• Need for systematic mainstreaming of S3 across critical policy areas 
(integrating investment and skills) may prove to be a powerful method for 
advancing regional development, not only in a given place but also in 
interconnected regions (either contiguous or non-contiguous ones). 

• Smart specialisation holds a strong governance-shaping potential for 
European integration.  Cross-regional smart specialisation for common 
futures can be the European way to facilitate our new champions to 
orchestrate competitive alliances in international value chains.
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